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In April and May, 2019 AVP-Uganda trained 39 new 

facilitators in Bidi Bidi settlement, Palorinya settlement, and 

Kampala.   (Submitted by Ed Sabin and Deborah Leter) 

  

AVP-Uganda conducted five workshops in April and May 2019, including 

three Training of Trainers (ToT). The Training of Trainers are the third level 

of AVP, which participants attend after completing the first level (called 

"basic") and the second level ("advanced").  

 

These newly trained AVP facilitators received certificates and formed "AVP 

groups" to remain in close contact with one another and work 

collaboratively to address community conflicts in a non-violent manner 

using tools learned in AVP. Inspired by the role plays they performed in 

AVP workshops, the AVP groups in Palorinya and Bidi Bidi have begun 

enacting dramas for camp residents, during which they act out some of the 

common conflicts occurring in the settlements and illustrate non-violent 

ways of addressing them. These dramas address issues such as domestic 

violence, alcoholism, fights over food rations, and violence sparked by tribal 

differences.   
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1. Advanced workshop in Bidi Bidi refugee settlement (April 2-5, 2019) 

  

 

 

 

18 participants attended this second-level Advanced workshop in Bidi Bidi 

refugee settlement. Advanced workshops have a unique structure: 

participants chose what topics they wish to focus on from a list of AVP 

topics, and facilitators shape the workshop's agenda according to the 

participants' preferences. This workshop's core topics were: conflict and 

men-women relationships. Participants chose the topic of "conflict" to delve 

deeper into conflict resolution techniques and learn to better discern the 

various stages of a conflict situation. The topic of "men-women 

relationships" is a popular one in the settlements where AVP has been 

active: violence between men and women, particularly at home, is high, and 

participants were eager to gain more tangible skills to reduce domestic 

violence both in their own homes and with their neighbors.  

 

A staff from the International Rescue Committee (IRC) who attended the 

first-level workshop also attended this Advanced workshop. He spoke very 

positively of AVP's ability to contribute to lowering levels of violence in the 

settlement. The IRC is the leading international organization operating in 

Bidi Bidi, and oversees humanitarian and peacebuilding affairs in this 

particular settlement. Collaboration and support from the IRC is crucial for 

AVP's future work in Bidi Bidi.  

 

 

 

Participants shared examples of how they have solved conflicts non-

violently since taking part in the Basic level workshop in March:  

 

Agnes: "My neighbor was fighting often with her husband. The woman had 

recently lost a child, and because of this and the fights with her husband, 

she tried to commit suicide by hanging herself while her other baby was in 

the room. The woman has also been to prison in the past. I intervened and 

asked the woman to think about her current child, not to stay stuck in the 

suffering of the past. “How do you want to live your life?” I asked her to 
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look at how her child was suffering because of her behavior, and to be 

present for him. I encouraged her to “think before reacting"--that's what we 

learned in AVP. I told her to think: "Will this action help me? Will I benefit 

from it or not?" I did not leave the woman until she felt better, I stayed by 

her side and talked to her. One time I had to leave for a few hours and I 

tried to make her laugh so that she wouldn't do anything bad in my absence. 

"If your husband is saying something to hurt you, don’t even listen or 

respond," I told her. The woman is ok now but I am still doing follow-up on 

her."  

 

Hillary: “There was a man with a rope and a knife in village 14 one day at 

2am, claiming to be looking for his cattle, but really he was trying to rape a 

girl. Two men chased him and they beat him. I told them there was no point 

solving the problem by beating and almost killing him. In the morning, I 

took the man to the police station. Man went to prison, and the matter was 

solved at the police station.”  

  

 

 

Group activity practicing how to use the "six-point problem solving" technique to solve some 

of the major issues in the settlement. This group worked on the issue of "tribalism" in 

schools. Tribalism is a major issue in Bidi Bidi. Another group worked on "conflicts at the 

water point," as conflicts often erupt when people are waiting in line to collect water. 

  
 

 

2. Training of Trainers in Bidi Bidi (May 1-3, 2019) 

 

14 participants were trained as AVP facilitators during this Training of 

Trainers, after having completed the Basic and Advanced levels together. At 

the end of the workshop, a select number of participants formed an "AVP 

group" that will coordinate with the AVP-Uganda team in Kampala, work 

together to facilitate dramas in the settlement, and support one another in 

their role as community mediators. 
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Participants reflected upon the inner transformation they have experienced 

since becoming involved with AVP. This included sharing recent examples 

of times where they have prevented a conflict from erupting or solved a 

conflict non-violently. Many of the examples centered around domestic 

violence and the dangers of failing to test for HIV, which were consequently 

discussed as major issues in Bidi Bidi settlement.  

 

Participant shared examples of putting "thinking before reacting," a key 

technique in AVP, into practice: 

 

Joyce: "I was able to think before reacting when my neighbor during the 

Easter break accused me of stealing people's husbands. She said 'I know you 

want to spread HIV/AIDS to my husband, stop being next to my husband, I 

have children to look after.' But I never reacted violently, instead I kept 

quiet and moved off." 

 

Bosco: "I used to react immediately whenever someone provoked me, but 

after attending AVP training, I think before reacting and respond in a good 

way." 

 

 

Terry (standing), one of the "apprentices" for this workshop, was 

trained as a facilitator in Kampala in April 2019. This workshop 

provided an opportunity for her to put her new facilitation skills to 

practice and receive targeted mentorship and guidance from 

senior facilitators.  
 

 

A testimony from another participant, Joseph: "I left South Sudan during 

the war at age 14, with my younger brothers. When I got to Bidi Bidi I was 

given a tent, jerry can and saucepan. One morning I went to look for food 

and someone stole everything. I came back and found nothing. I was  angry, 

disappointed and desperate, then decided to kill my brothers and kill myself, 

to end our misery. A neighbor saw my desperation and talked me out of it 

and gave me a place to stay with my little brothers. Two months later, I 

found my sister in another zone. I was happy, I hugged her and we cried 

together and my hope for living was restored. We were reunited as a family. 

Since I attended AVP training, I have learnt a lot and now I can't think of 

suicide anymore, I instead try to help others in desperate need." 
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(To be continued in 2019 Education Bulletin 15) 

 

 

  
 

30 June Keeping Facilitators Involved Meeting 

 AVP New York- Landing Strip Model 

AVP New York is the oldest AVP group in the world.  

Some of their strategies identified in a recent interview with Jill McLellan were: 

1. Continuing learning activities: some of our area councils have 
regular facilitator meetings and the returned citizens are invited to 
attend those. Rochester NY has a Landing Strip which includes men 
who have come home from prisonand community members. This 
meets twice per month, and they work hard to give rides to everyone 
who wishes to attend. Food is part of the gathering paid for by AVP. 
There have been other Landing Strips in Manhattan, Brooklyn and the 
Bronx at various times, not sure if Bronx is still active. 

2. Training sessions: Westchester Area Council has facilitator days 
several times per year. A number of the area councils in NY hold 
community workshops and invite those who were formerly incarcerated 
to facilitate (or attend). It can be tricky with those who have convictions 
consider sex offences when workshops include youth. 

3. Social activities: In Central NY area council we have funds through 
the Quakers that we can distribute to men and women known to us 
through Quakers, AVP, AA, etc. We do this through a personal 
connection such as sharing meals, meeting at an AVP or Quaker 
gathering. Personal connection is very important. We ask that AVP 
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facilitators contact the state office when they are home so we can 
connect with them.  

4. ANG, State gatherings The New York AVP has a weekend every year 
in the fall at a Quaker conference center. Facilitators who have come 
home from prison often attend with parole permission if applicable. We 
provide letters to the Parole Officer (PO) when needed. Also once a 
year we hold AVP Forum Day inside a prison. It is really exciting when 
those who have done time can attend. Sometimes the Dept. of 
Corrections and Community Supervision (DOCCS) does not allow them 
in, but some are already volunteers within the prison system. We try to 
sponsor returned citizens (from prison) for the transportation to attend 
AVP USA as well 

Landing Strip is a model that was developed over time in New York.  The various 

challenges they have faced in New York State programs and the strategies they 

have used to overcome them were discussed 

An article will be written, outlining the Landing Strip model: how it was 

organized and how it works.  Funding and mentoring strategies will be described. 

A tool kit will be developed to offer step-by-step instructions on how to set up a 

similar program to support returning citizens. 

Many of the strategies discussed have apparent overlap with other AVP 

International committees: Organizing, Public Relations and possibly others.  We 

invite members of those committees to attend the 28 July meeting of Keeping 

Facilitators Involved.  We will also explore the idea of setting up a special 

meeting with other committees to investigate overlapping strategies. 

Learning that embracing mind, body and heart 

Somatic learning brings mind, body and heart together in the learning experience. 

AVP Australia will be conducting more workshops incorporating AVP Aiki 

techniques and exercises as well as other somatic activities. 
 

1 July Research Meeting Highlights 
 
 The Research Team has developed a google form to pilot how we could 

gain feedback on the Workshop Evaluation.  15 people completed the form. The 

feedback from this pilot indicates which questions are the most popular items for 

a generic evaluation tool.  The final form is still being revised to eliminate 

redundancies and to incorporated both scaled and open question types.   

 

Peaceful Pathways, Tasmania is doing workshops with refugees. A team 

involving Red Cross, AVP-NSW and Univ. of Newcastle is working with them on 

an evaluation of this intervention. They are developing a pre and post workshop 

General Self Efficacy Scale, customised Social Capital scales, end of workshop 

feedback evaluation and focus groups. These evaluative measures will generate 

substantial data. Workshops will have bilingual facilitators who will also translate 

evaluation instruments.  
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7 July Multimedia Meeting Highlights 
 
 Committee members are concerned about the kind of permissions that 
may be needed up front from participants and producers of multimedia.  We need 
to respect privacy concerns, participant consents and any other potential legal 
issues.  We need an “opt out” form for photos.  We already have some coverage 
through the AVP International cover agreement. 
 
Other considerations: 

 People have to understand we have no money to pay them to produce or 
edit. 

 Videos will have issues with languages and may be more local in nature. 
 No one can appear in a video who looks under the age of 12 
 Clarity of the video (visual quality) 0 (fuzzy)-5 (very clear) 

 
What is it we want? 

 We want to tell people what we’ve done and make clear submission 
parameters about what we are looking for. 

 Need to establish ways to address those people who do not want to be 
included in a photo or video 

 
Where will we get it? 

 All Multimedia materials may be submitted by any AVP facilitator. 

 Submissions will first be logged into an on-line spreadsheet for submission. 

 Links and titles will be identified on public sites. 

 AVP groups may produce their own materials for submission.  AVP Uganda 
is presenting a video to the United Nations this week that they produced.   

 
How do we want to use it? 

 We need a place to store videos until it is decided how they will be used. 
 Each submission will be reviewed by AVP Education to determine 

appropriate location and use/or non-use/or revision. 

 

July/August Meeting Schedule  

In the next month you are invited to attend the following Education Committee 

meetings. 

 

Sunday, 14 July – Education Committee Meeting 

This meeting will be held online with Zoom -  
Contact education@avp.international for further information about this meeting. 

 
Sunday, 28 July -Keeping Facilitators Involved 

Please review the 2019 Strategic Plan and join in the discussions with our 

presenter. 

This meeting will be held online with Zoom - click on 
https://zoom.us/j/798379405 
You can also ring into the Zoom room, check the international phone numbers on 

https://zoom.us/j/798379405
https://zoom.us/j/798379405
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https://zoom.us/zoomconference?m=pBEO-m-
BgMIpDKfSv5KDychFaAUbegBa 

 

 
Sunday, 4 August – School and Higher Education 
 
This team will have presentations by experienced school and higher 
education facilitators with time for questions and discussion 

This meeting will be held online with Zoom - click on 
https://zoom.us/j/798379405 
You can also ring into the Zoom room, check the international phone numbers on 
https://zoom.us/zoomconference?m=pBEO-m-
BgMIpDKfSv5KDychFaAUbegBa 
 

Monday, 5 August – Research Committee Meeting 

This meeting will be held online with Zoom –  
https://uonewcastle.zoom.us/j/261557012 
Contact education@avp.international for further information about this meeting. 
 

Sunday, 11 August – Education Committee Meeting 

This meeting will be held online with Zoom -  
Contact education@avp.international for further information about this meeting. 

 
Sunday, 25 August -Keeping Facilitators Involved 

Please review the 201June Meeting notes. 

This meeting will be held online with Zoom - click on 
https://zoom.us/j/798379405 
You can also ring into the Zoom room, check the international phone numbers on 
https://zoom.us/zoomconference?m=pBEO-m-
BgMIpDKfSv5KDychFaAUbegBa 

 

Go to the AVP Education Network site www.avpeducationnetwork.org and 

select the Calendar section for a complete listing of Education Committee 

meetings with meeting dates and local times. 
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https://zoom.us/zoomconference?m=pBEO-m-BgMIpDKfSv5KDychFaAUbegBa
https://uonewcastle.zoom.us/j/261557012
https://zoom.us/j/798379405
https://zoom.us/j/798379405
https://zoom.us/zoomconference?m=pBEO-m-BgMIpDKfSv5KDychFaAUbegBa
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